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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report forms part of the project to
investigate the feasibility of a carbon offset
trading scheme in South Africa.
The
analysis presented in this report shows that
there is potential for alignment of the
proposed carbon offset trading scheme
under consideration by National Treasury
and the Carbon Budgeting approach
required by the National Climate Change
Response Paper (NCCRP).
The alignment is however hampered by the
fact that participants in the current debate
do not use the terminology in a consistent
and agreed way. It is essential that a
common understanding of, for instance, the
concept Carbon Budget be reached.
This analysis further found that most of the
elements required for the practical
implementation of a fully aligned Carbon
Budgeting system and Mix of Measures
(including the carbon tax and carbon offset
scheme) are already in place. These include
the country’s technical infrastructure and the
legislative framework on which the draft
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regulations mentioned in this report are
based.
However it was found that there are
alignment problems and issues with respect
to certain aspects of the structures that are
currently under development. These issues
relate mostly to the lack of common use of
terminology and a disconnection between
the current debate and the adopted
standards for greenhouse gas accounting
and reporting.
This analysis finds that the carbon offset
mechanism, as part of the bigger carbon tax
design, can easily be aligned with the
Carbon Budgeting approach. The alignment
is on condition that the Carbon Budgeting
system being developed by Department of
Environmental Affairs (DEA) returns to the
principles already embedded in the adopted
ISO standards and the NCCRP. It is
necessary that both the carbon tax design
(including the design of the offset system)
and the Carbon Budgeting system be aligned
with the existing infrastructure. This will
ensure full alignment of the whole system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This report describes the findings of an
analysis conducted into how the proposed
carbon offset trading system can be used
within the context of a Carbon Budget
approach. It forms part of a larger project to
investigate the design of a South African
carbon offset trading system, and is funded
by the British High Commission in Pretoria.
The proposed carbon offset trading system
forms part of the announced carbon tax due
to be implemented at the beginning of 2016.
This report has a strong focus on the impact
of the developing national GHG
management system on the private sector of
South Africa. The private sector will be
most impacted by carbon tax and thus the
carbon offset scheme.
The report is
presented within the context of the public
debate on the developing South African
GHG regulatory framework as it stands in
August 2014. It should be read and
interpreted within this context.

1.1 “DERO system”
The public debate around the development
of SA’s national GHG management system
increasingly refers to the developing Carbon
Budgeting system as the “DERO system”.
The Carbon Budget approach and the
Desired Emission Reduction Outcomes
(DEROs) are described in the National
Climate Change Response White Paper1
(NCCRP). The NCCRP also describes that a
Mix of Measures should be implemented in
order to achieve the desired outcomes.
Promethium Carbon’s interpretation of the
intent of the NCCRP is shown in Figure 1.
We have considered carbon tax and carbon
offset trading to be a part of the Mix of
Measures.

1
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Department of Environmental Affairs, 2011

Figure
e 1: Desired Emission Re
eduction Outtcome and th
he Mix of Mea
asures

The folllowing aspeects have been identifiied
as fundaamental andd need to bee addressed in
order for an offset
o
scheme to bbe
implemeented as parrt of a Carb
bon Budgetinng
approacch:
1. A coommon and consistent understandin
u
ng
of tthe terms used in the
t
propos ed
regullations needd to be agreeed on;
mechanism
2. Apprropriate accounting
a
ms
needd to be putt in place to provide a
comm
mon accouunting platfform for all
compponents of the
t Mix of Measures;
M
3. An aappropriate reporting structure annd
form
mat needs to be used;
4. The principles and goals of offset tradinng
needd to be align
ned with thee DEROs annd
the other comp
ponents off the Mix of
Meassures.
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1.2
1
Offsets w
within th
he
Con
ntext o
of the
Des
sired O
Outcom
me
A carbon offfset trading system is viiewed by
bo
oth Govern
nment and th
the private sector
s
as
an
n importantt tool to aachieve the desired
GHG
G
emissiion reductioon outcomees. The
im
mplementation of thee proposed
d offset
sccheme will contribute
te to the desired
ouutcomes by:
 Providing companiies with GHG
mitigation obligationss access to leeast cost
mitigation options: T
This is impo
ortant as
it will lessen the econnomic impacct of the
mitigation obligation on carbon
n taxable
companiess.

 Strengthening the green economy on a
wider base of supply: The threshold for
most mitigation actions in the Mix of
Measures is set by the NCCRP at
100,000 tons CO2e as either direct
emissions or as electricity indirect
emissions. This number is significantly
higher than the threshold set in most
other countries and will result in a limited
number of companies being included
inside the regulatory net. The
implementation of an offset scheme will
prove an effective way of broadening the
impact base of the regulatory measures
contemplated in the Mix of Measures. It
will do so by allowing companies that fall
below the threshold to contribute offsets
into the regulatory net. It is important to
keep in mind that the NCCRP considers
offsets to be applicable to the carbon tax
as well as the Carbon Budget approach.
Full alignment between the carbon offset
scheme and the Carbon Budget approach
will have to be developed in ways that
the carbon offsets can be used to meet
obligations under both the proposed
Pollution Prevention Plans and the
Energy Management Plans.
 Safeguarding the economy from the
potential negative effects of another
burden on business: Money spent in the
economy can either be an expense
(burden on the economy) or it can be
spent as a capital investment (positive
impact for the investor and therefore the
economy). Mitigation actions can be
implemented as either of the two. In
some cases mitigation actions may result
in simply buying more expensive fuel
such as the switch from coal to natural
gas as a fuel source. Such an intervention
3|Page

is simply a cost on the economy and
represents a burden with limited future
benefits, other than mitigation.
An
investment in a biomass fired power
plant however constitutes an investment
with significant potential benefits for the
economy. These benefits lie in the
creation of a new green industry with
associated job creation and green growth.
The successful implementation of a
carbon offset scheme will stimulate green
growth by giving companies that fall
outside of the regulatory net access to
potential economy benefit created by the
GHG regulatory regime.
 Aligning the implementation of a carbon
pricing regime with international
developments: The implementation of
the proposed GHG regulatory regime
will impose a cost on the South African
economy.
Cost increases within an
economy reduce the international
competitiveness of the country. It is
imperative that South Africa’s economy
remains internationally competitive and
that the implementation of the GHG
regulations contributes to that economy
rather than detracting therefrom. The
introduction of the proposed carbon
offset scheme is an important
component to allow the economy to
benefit from the GHG regulations rather
than to suffer due to its implementation.
 Reducing the administrative burden for
business and government: The offset
scheme should be designed to reduce the
administrative burden for business and
government as far as possible while
contributing to the Carbon Budget
approach. For that reason Promethium

Carbon in its report ‘Carbon Trading in
South Africa2, stresses the importance of
using existing infrastructure where
possible. The above mentioned report
concludes that for the implementation of
a carbon tax offset scheme in South
Africa in the short term, limited
infrastructure development is required
by:
 Using internationally recognized
carbon credit standards;
 Making use of existing national or
international trading registries;
 Making use of the existing market
for
trading,
clearing
and
settlement of offsets;
 Appointing the South African
Designated National Authority as
chair of the custodian committee
of the SA eligibility rules;
 Using accredited auditors (using
ISO 14065 accreditation which is
locally available through SANAS
since 2013).

2

Promethium Carbon, March 2014
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By utilizing existing infrastructure where
possible, the offset scheme, and therefore
any aspect of the Mix of Measures
designed to achieve the desired outcome,
will reduce the administrative burden on
business and government.


Ensuring a single, economy-wide,
carbon price: The implementation of a
successful carbon offset scheme will
support the development of a single,
economy-wide, carbon price. Such a
price will support the achievement of
the desired outcomes under the Carbon
Budgeting approach.

2 TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITION ISSUES
Promethium Carbon has been involved in
the public discussion around the DERO
process and is acutely aware that there is a
lack of common understanding of many of
the terms used in the discussion. We have
witnessed parties to this discussion failing to
agree on issues because they attach different
meanings to the terms used. In order to
prevent
this
report
from
being
misunderstood, we have included this list of
definitions to highlight how we interpret
some of the terms. These definitions form
the basis on which the reader should
interpret this report.
 Budget: The Oxford dictionary defines a
budget as an estimate of income and
expenditure for a set period of time. This
report uses the word budget consistently
with the definition in the Oxford
dictionary.
This report further assumes that the use
of the word budget does not imply a
mandatory limit that may not be
exceeded. Such a restriction would
constitute a budgetary constraint rather
than a budget.
 Carbon Budget: In respect of the above
definition, a Carbon Budget is an
estimate of the emissions of greenhouse
gases for a country, sector, subsector or
entity for a set period of time. This
Carbon Budget would reflect a detailed
forecast of the emissions associated with
the medium and long term strategy of
sector,
sub-sector
or
entity.
Understanding the emissions sources and
volumes contained in a Carbon Budget
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will assist in drafting appropriate
economic and other instruments
resulting in a useful range of Mix of
Measures. The setting of a Carbon
Budget does not constitute a constraint
or a mandatory level of emissions that
may not be exceeded – see Emissions
Cap below.
The NCCRP states that the purpose of a
Carbon Budget is to provide for
flexibility and least-cost mechanisms for
companies. This is intended for
companies in relevant sectors and/or
sub-sectors. The Carbon Budget is to
facilitate the deployment of a range of
economic instruments to support the
system of desired emissions reduction
outcomes.
The NCCRP required that Carbon
Budgets be drawn up for identified
sectors, subsectors and companies above
certain thresholds within 2 years from the
publication of the NCCRP (by October
2013). The Carbon Budgets should be
reviewed on a 2 year cycle.
This report uses the term Carbon Budget
to refer to the detailed statement of
expected flows of greenhouse gases from
sectors, sub-sectors and companies and
per source of emissions. In the same
way as which a cash flow budget is a
detailed forecast of all sources and uses
of cash in a business, a Carbon Budget is
a detailed forecast of the GHG
inventory.

 Desired
Emission
Reduction
Outcome (DERO): We interpret the
term desired emission reduction outcome
to refer to the level of emission reduction
the country wants to achieve based on
what is being set for the Carbon Budget.
Whereas the Carbon Budget is a detailed
estimate of the emissions for a period of
time, the desired outcome is the ideal
that the country wants (desires) to
achieve. The process of arriving at a
Carbon Budget would therefore be to set
the target, then use the target to define
the desired outcome (DERO), and then
draw up an expected outcome (the
Carbon Budget). This process can be
seen in Figure 2 below.

Target setting

Set the target
This is achieved by South Africa’s international
pledge and the Peak Plateau Decline Trajectory

reduction
commitments
like
the
European Emissions Trading Scheme
(EU ETS). In the event that an entity
exceeds such a cap, it has to provide
offsets to mitigate the amount of
emissions exceeded or pay a penalty.
The Australian Direct Action Plan (that
will replace the cancelled carbon tax
system) is expected to have an emissions
cap.
There seems to be confusion in the current
South African debate on the implications of
instituting a Carbon Budget. The effects
thereof are misinterpreted as being
equivalent to instituting an emissions cap.
This report does not consider the
implementation of a Carbon Budget to
mean that a de-facto emissions cap has been
implemented. Figure
3
below
demonstrates the differences between the
two
approaches.
European Approach

South African Approach

Emission cap

Carbon
budgeting
process

(Penalties applicable if emissions
exceed this level)

Define detailed desired outcome
This is achieved through the DERO process as
described in the NCCRP and informed by the
Mitigation Potential Analysis

Allowances,
Emission
Trading &
Penalties

Mix of Measures
•
•

Informed by the
Carbon Budget
Including Offset
Trading

Emission threshold

Emission threshold

No regulatory
requirements

No regulatory
requirements

Draw up detailed carbon budget
The budget will be a detailed statement of
expected future GHG flows based on sectors and
sources
Figure 2: Targets, DEROs and Budgets

 Emissions cap: An emissions cap is a
mandatory limit to emissions that may
not be exceeded. Emissions caps are used
in emission management systems in
countries with absolute emission
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Figure 3: Thresholds, Budgets and Caps

 Emission Target – The word target is
commonly used in greenhouse gas
mitigation planning. Although the term
has not been used in South African
Government literature on the topic to
date, we introduce it here as the

international literature on target setting is
relevant to the topics covered by this
report. We use the word target in this
report as a way of defining what the level
of desire in the desired emission
reduction outcome is. The South African
target should be informed by the existing
knowledge base including the Long Term
Mitigation Scenarios and the Mitigation
Potential Analysis.
 Emissions threshold: The NCCRP
specifies emissions thresholds as the
limits at which certain regulatory
interventions such as mandatory
reporting will become applicable. The
NCCRP lists such a threshold as either
100,000 tons CO2e per year of direct
emissions or 100,000 tons CO2e per year
of electricity indirect emissions, as being
the level above which companies will
have to do mandatory reporting of their
GHG’s.
 Schemes or programs – In some cases
carbon offset schemes such as the CDM
(Clean Development Mechanism) and
VCS (Verified Carbon Standard) are
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referred to as “methodologies”. The
VCS Program Guide is one example.


Standards – Every scheme or
program is based on a specific
standard which provides the relevant
principles and requirements. These
are the obligations that participants
and projects must meet during the
project cycle. For CDM the standard
is the Validation and Verification
Standard. For the VCS the VCS
Standard sets out all specific
requirements for developing projects.
The VCS standard uses as its core the
requirements set out in ISO 14064
Part 2, ISO 14064 Part 3 and ISO
14065. South Africa has adopted the
whole series of greenhouse gas ISO
standards, including the ISO 14064
series (part 1, 2 and 3) for the
quantification of GHG emissions as
well as ISO 14065 for GHG auditors.
The standards are updated and
revised through the SABS (South
African Bureau of Standards)
technical committees as per the ISO
consultative process.

3 EXISTING AND DEVELOPING LANDSCAPE
The South African GHG regulatory
landscape has been in development for a
number of years. This landscape covers the
infrastructure required to implement the
requirements of the NCCRP and the
National Development Plan.

3.1 Existing South
African Technical
Infrastructure
3.1.1 National GHG
Accounting
South Africa is using the IPCC 2006
Guidelines for the calculation of the
National Inventory. This is in line with the
requirements for international reporting
under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
National inventories are the total emissions
within the geographical boundaries of a
country. These inventories help countries
quantify, track and communicate trends in
GHG emissions that result from domestic
activities. These inventories are critical
components of international reporting and
climate change diplomacy.
Most national GHG inventories are collated
following the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) guidelines for
national GHG inventories. This is the most
effective approach to obtain a national
inventory as it uses generation and
production data from the large electricity
producers and liquid fuel suppliers to
estimate the consumption data, instead of
8|Page

sourcing information from a large number
of electricity or liquid fuel consumers. The
national inventory is then dependent on the
collection of specific process emission data
as well as emissions from the waste and
agricultural sector to complete the
inventory.
Any national inventory is
therefore a top down approach gathering
high level data from the minimum number
of data custodians. The inventory is
reported every four years to the UNFCCC
as part of an international commitment as
National Communications.
From 2014 South Africa was required to
start
the
four
yearly
National
Communications additionally also a biennial
update report with information on the
national inventory. This is in accordance
with Decision 2/CP17 of the UNFCCC
Durban Outcomes. The South African
inventory is collated in accordance with
IPCC 2006 guideline under four broad
sectoral scopes, Energy, Industrial Processes
and Product Use (IPPU), Agriculture,
Forestry and Other Land Use (AFOLU),
and Waste.
3.1.2 Corporate GHG
Accounting
In South Africa the technical infrastructure
is housed in the Department of Trade and
Industry and is comprised of the National
Metrology Institute of South Africa
(NMISA), South African Bureau of
Standards (SABS), National Regulator for
Compulsory Specifications (NRCS), and
South African National Accreditation
System (SANAS). The Industrial Policy

Action Plan 2013 – 2016 (IPAP) lists
NMISA, SABS, SANAS, NRCS as the lead
agencies for South Africa’s transition to a
green economy.
The SABS adopted the ISO series of
Greenhouse Gas Standards in 2006 for use
within South Africa. There is a formal
process in place under the local technical
committees to revise, update and maintain
these standards.
These standards are
sufficient for the current requirements and
work envisaged by the Department of
Environmental Affairs.
South Africa has adopted GHG accounting
standards, as described below:
 SANS/ISO 14064-1:2006 Greenhouse
gases - Part 1:
Specification with guidance at the
organization level for quantification and
reporting of greenhouse gas emissions
and removals;
 SANS/ISO 14064-2:2006 Greenhouse
gases - Part 2:
Specification with guidance at the project
level for quantification, monitoring and
reporting of greenhouse gas emission
reductions or removal enhancements;
 SANS/ISO 14064-3:2006 Greenhouse
gases - Part 3:
Specification with guidance for the
validation and verification of greenhouse
gas assertions;
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 SANS/ISO 14065:
Greenhouse gases – Requirements for
greenhouse
gas
validation
and
verification
bodies
for
use
in
accreditation or other forms of
recognition.
 SANS/ISO 50001:
Energy Management – Requirements for
energy management systems.
 SANS/ISO 17021:
Conformity assessment — Requirements
for bodies providing audit and
certification of management systems
The following alignment between the
existing infrastructure and the developing
regulatory landscape is in place:
 The need for GHG standards is
recognised in the NCCRP, which
requires that the regulatory measures include
renewable energy and energy efficiency targets
complemented by appropriate standards.
 The Carbon Offset Paper of April 2014
requires the accreditation of auditors and
verifiers. This accreditation is in place
with SANAS being able to accredit
greenhouse gas verifiers in terms of
SANS ISO 14065 since 2013.
There is however little evidence that further
alignment is in place as the draft reporting
regulations do not make any reference to the
existing infrastructure.

3.2 Corporrate GH
HG
Reportting

Draft
D
regulattions coveriing greenho
ouse gas
reeporting hav
ve been pubblished on a number
off occasions:

The Deepartment of
o Environm
mental Affaiirs
aims at implem
menting a mandatoory
corporaate GHG reeporting sysstem in Souuth
Africa. It is stipulaated in the NCCRP thhat,
reporting of emissions data will be made
m mandato
tory
for entitiies (companiess and installaations) that em
mit
(either) more than 0.1 Mt of GH
HGs annually or
that conssume electricity
ty which resullts in more thhan
0.1 Mt of emissions fro
rom the electriccity sector.

 Regulatio
on 142 inn terms of the
National Energy A
Act (34/20008): This
regulation was publishhed on 24 February
F
2012. It stipulates thhat companiies must
report greenhouse gasess and relatedd gaseous
particles emiitted as a resuult of the data provider's
economic activities
a
andd processes to the
Minister of Energyy, if he/ she so
requires.

The purrpose of thee mandatory reporting w
will
be to innform the planning, execution
e
annd
evaluation of the actions req
quired by th
the
NCCRP
P and the National Developmeent
Plan (N
NDP).
The NC
CCRP stipullates that thiis informatioon
should be uploadded into a web bas ed
emissionns invento
ory system. The Souuth
African Air Quallity Information Systeem
(SAAQIIS) providess a common
n platform ffor
managinng air qualiity informattion in Souuth
Africa. This can be
b seen as part of th
the
reportinng process in
n Figure 4 below.

Figure 4
4: GHG Accounting and Reporting
R
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 Notices 171 andd 172 of
o
the
Government Gazettte: These notices
were publiished on 144 March 2014. They
contain draft reguulation to declare
greenhousse gases as ppriority pollu
utants in
terms of Section 29 of the Air Quality
Act and place a repporting burrden on
companiess in specificc sectors wiith more
than 100,000 tonns CO2e annual
They also requ
uire the
emissions.
submission
n of maandatory pollution
p
prevention
n plans for ssuch compan
nies.
 Notices 572 of the Goveernment
Gazette: This noticce was publlished in
the Goveernment Gaazette on 18 July
2014. This
T
draft regulation requires
companiess in specifieed sectors to report
emissions that form ppart of the Emission
E
Inventory to report ssuch emissio
ons into
the National Atmoospheric Emission
E
Inventory System (N
NAEIS). Although
A
DEA has stated that GHGs willl not be
covered by this regullation, the Emission
E
Inventory is definedd to inclu
ude total
fo one or m
more specific greenhouse
g
emissions for
gases.

No menntion is maade in any of the aboove
notices and regulattion this off the requirred
accountting standardds.

3.3 GHG Ta
arget setting
s
and De
esired
Emission Red
duction
n
Outcom
mes
South A
Africa’s tarrget setting process hhas
been infformed by the
t Long Teerm Mitigatioon
Scenarioos (LTMS) study of 2007. Th
The
LTMS cculminated in
i the pledgee made by th
the
countryy at COP 15 in Co
openhagen in
Decembber 2009. Th
his pledge amounted
a
too a
conditioonal
com
mmitment
to
reduuce
emissionns by 34% below busiiness as usuual
by 20200 and 42% by
b 2025.
An atteempt has beeen made to
t define thhis
pledge more accuurately in th
he documeent

Definin
ng South Africa’s
A
Peak,
Pe
Platea
eau
and De
Decline Greeenhouse Gas
G Emissio
ion
Trajecttory (PPD) published in
i June 20111.
The PP
PD is used as the basis for targget
setting in the NCC
CRP. This initial step is
highlighhted in Figurre 5.
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Fiigure 5: GHG
G target settiing, desired
ou
utcomes and
d budgeting

Itt is important to note that the LT
TMS has
material
m
erro
ors and deeficiancies. Caution
sh
hould thereffore be appplied when utilising
th
he results of the study.
Fiigure 6 shows
s
the LTMS emission
e
sccenarios and
d Figure 7 the Peak, Plateau,
Decline
D
trajeectory for South Afriica. The
width
w
of the bands
b
in thee graph indiccates the
hiigh level of
o uncertainnty with reegard to
buusiness as usual
u
emissiion projectiions and
th
herefore progress
p
against emission
e
reeduction targgets.

Figure 6: L TMS emissio
on Scenarios

Figu
ure 7: South Africa's des
sired climate
e change mitigation outco
come

The chhallenge in using thee PPD as a
planningg tool for th
he actions reequired by th
the
NCCRP
P is that th
he band of uncertainty is

biigger than the potentiial interven
ntions in
3
an
ny given sector .

3

In addition th
here are questioons on the rellevance of
th
he upper limit lines
l
due to errrors in the LT
TMS.
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The proposed offset
o
schem
me has th
the
potentiaal to reducee South Afrrica’s nationnal
inventorry by up to 5%. The
T
potenttial
impact of the offfset scheme within th
the
context of the PPD
D is illustrateed in Figure 8.

reg
egulatory policyy measures (thhat) are essenntial (for)
drriving and facilitating
f
m
mitigation efffforts and
crreating incentiives for mitiggation actions across a
wiide range of key economic seectors.
The follow
wing meassures
an
nnounced to
o date:

havee

been

 Carbon Tax:
T
Detailss of the carrbon tax
have been
n announcedd in the Carb
bon Tax
Discussion
n Paper of D
December 2010
2
and
in the Carrbon Tax P
Policy Paperr of May
2013.
Figure 8
8: Potential Impact
I
of th
he offset
scheme within the context
c
of the PPD

3.4 Mix of Measu
ures forr
the Mittigation of
Emissions
The NC
CCRP proviides for the mitigation of
greenhoouse gas emiissions in So
outh Africa to
be achiieved throuugh a Mix of Measurees.
This is sseen in Figuure 9 below.

 Carbon Offsets:
O
T
The carbon
n offset
scheme was
w announcced as partt of the
carbon taxx discussionn and policyy papers.
This was followed uup by a diiscussion
paper in April
A
2014.
 Section 12 L of the Income Tax
T Act:
This allow
ws for comppanies to get
g a tax
relief baseed on the implementaation of
energy savings inittiatives.
It was
legislated in
i January 22009 and caame into
force in December
D
20012.
 Pollution Preventiion Plans:: Draft
regulation for the implementaation of
mandatoryy submissiion of pollution
p
prevention
n plans in tterms of Section 29
of the Airr Quality Acct was publiished on
14 March 2014.

Figure 9
9: Mix of Mea
asures

The doocument envvisages a mix
m of econom
mic
instrumennts, includingg market-bassed instrumennts
such as ccarbon taxes and
a emissions trading schem
mes,
and inccentives, com
mplemented by
b appropria
iate
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 Energy Managemeent Plans::
The
nounced
Department of Enerrgy has ann
that it wiill publish regulations for the
mandatoryy submisssion of Energy
Managemeent Plans.

3.5 Mitigation Potential
Analysis
The Mitigation Potential Analysis (MPA)
was concluded by the DEA at the end of
2013. This project was mandated by the
NCCRP and gives a detailed analysis of the

marginal abatement costs of most identified
mitigation actions in South Africa.
Although the final report has not yet been
published by the DEA, the draft report was
subjected to wide public consultation. The
information from the MPA used in this
report was taken from the latest draft report
available for public consultation.

4 CHALLENGES IN ALIGNING THE OFFSET SCHEME
WITH THE DEVELOPING LANDSCAPE
There are a number of issues to be
addressed in the current developing
landscape if alignment between the
proposed offset scheme and the Carbon
Budgeting process is to be achieved.

4.1 Greenhouse Gas
Accounting
The documents published by Government
on the developing GHG management
landscape are silent about the GHG
accounting standards appropriate for
corporate reporting. A number of public
statements have however been made with
respect to the issue. The analysis in this
report is based on these public statements.
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The most important issue to address is that
the South African Government seems to be
of the opinion that the GHG management
system can be developed at a company level
using only the IPCC Guidelines as a
standard. Limited recognition is given to
the fact that gaps exist between the issues
covered by the IPCC and the requirements
for corporate GHG accounting.
Figure 10 below shows how emissions from
a company, country and offset project are
interlinked. It also shows the relationship
between the standards and methodologies to
each other.

F
Figure
10: Suite
S
of GHG accounting guidelines and standard
ds

standaards,
guid
delines
annd
Differennt
methoddologies may
m
be applied ffor
calculatiing GHG emissions depending
d
oon
the systeem boundarry being con
nsidered.
At a country leveel, all greeenhouse ggas
m within th
the
emissionns that oriiginate from
borders of a countrry are know
wn as domesttic
emissionns and those outside off the specifiied
countryy are referred to as internationnal
emissionns. The IPC
CC has speccific guidelinnes
as to hhow countryy emissionss need to bbe
accountted for.
A compaany may havve facilities in more thhan
one couuntry. This means thaat a companny
will havve to accoun
nt for both domestic annd
internattional emisssions. Thee SANS/ISSO
14064 P
Part 1 standdard is speccific to GH
HG
accountting for co
ompanies. This
T
standaard
stipulatees principless and requirrements at an
organizaational leveel for quantification annd
reportinng of greeenhouse gas (GHG
G)
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em
missions and
a
removvals. It includes
reequirements for the deesign, devellopment,
management,
m
, reporting and verification of
an
n
organizzation's
G
GHG
in
nventory.
SA
ANS/ISO 14064 alsso referencces the
Greenhouse
G
Gas Protoocol, a Corporate
Sttandard pro
oviding morre detailed guidance
g
on
n the calcu
ulation of a company’ss carbon
fo
ootprint. The GHG Protocol provides
p
guuidance in more
m detail aand is used by
b many
co
ompanies to
t measuree and tracck their
grreenhouse gas
g emissionss.
Offset
O
projeects may have impaacts on
em
missions ou
utside the boundary of the
co
ompany thaat owns andd implements them.
Offset
O
metho
odologies haave even striicter and
more
m
com
mplicated
boundary setting
reequirements than ccorporate carbon
fo
ootprint stan
ndards. Thhese provisions for
th
he determinaation of prooject bound
daries are
veery detailed and accuraate and neeed to be
auudited when
n a project iss implementted. The

alignment of project methodologies with
corporate GHG standards and the IPCC
assures that there is no conflict between
these different levels of GHG estimation
and reporting. The SANS/ISO 14064 Part 2
standard is specific to greenhouse gas
accounting of offset projects.
The DEA proposes that IPCC guidelines
should be used exclusively as the

methodology to quantify the greenhouse gas
emissions at a company level. However
there are potentially a number of issues with
using this methodology to quantify a
company’s carbon footprint.
Table 1 below shows the different areas of
focus between the IPCC and SANS/ISO
14064.

Table 1: Alignment of IPCC (2006) Guidelines with SANS/ISO 14064

GHG
Accounting
Parameter

IPCC (2006) Guidelines

SANS/ISO 14064

Emission factors

Provides detailed guidance and
extensive data tables

Requires reference to “recognised
origin”. IPCC emission factors are
widely used in the application of the
standard

GHG estimation
methodologies

Provides detailed guidance and
calculation methods for Tiered
approach

Requires calculation using emission
factors and activity data consistent
with IPCC methodologies

Boundary setting

Differentiates between domestic
and international emissions. No
guidance on corporate boundary
setting.

Detailed guidance on corporate
boundary setting is provided.

Consolidation of
corporate GHG
accounts

No guidance

Guidance on consolidation of
emissions from facility to corporate
and group level in ISO 14064 Part 1
Annex A (with reference to the
GHG Protocol).

Provision for
Energy Indirect
Emissions

No provision

Requires quantification of energy
indirect emissions.

The IPCC mentions the relationship the
guidelines have to an entity- or project level
estimates: ‘The Guidelines are intended to help
prepare national inventories of emissions by sources
and removals by sinks. Nonetheless, the Guidelines
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can also be relevant for estimating actual
emissions or removals at the entity or project level.’
The IPCC guidelines are relevant to entities
in the following manner:

 Emission Factors: a collection of
emission factors and other parameters to
assist users in finding the most
appropriate emission factors;
 Technical: The IPCC provides scientific
and technical advice on specific questions
related to those inventory methods and
practices that are contained in these
reports, or at the request of the
UNFCCC in accordance with established
IPCC procedures;
 Calculation Methodology: multiplying
activity data with emission factors is an
approach which can also be applied by
organizations.
The IPCC guidelines do however not
address the following issues that are
essential to corporate inventories:
 Consolidation of operations/ facilities up
to corporate and group level;
 Quantification of energy indirect
emissions.
Informed linkages between corporate and
national GHG inventories can help improve
the quality and accuracy of both inventories.
These linkages will thereby enhance the
value for decision makers both in business
and government. High quality activity data
from corporate reporting programs can be
aggregated for meaningful comparisons or
calibrations of national GHG data. A good
example was the recent work on the South
African grid emission factor and the fugitive
emissions associated with South African
coal. However, care should be taken with
respect to the following:
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 Emissions data definition and
coverage can differ.
Aggregated
emissions data from corporate reporting
programs will differ from the emissions
totals in the national inventory if not all
the sectors and emitters are covered
under the mandatory reporting. Valid
comparisons can be made for sectors
where direct emissions from all entities
are included e.g. all fossil fuel based
power generators.
 Calculation methods and emission
factors might not be the same. Reported
emission totals depend on the method
selected and the emission factors used in
the calculation.
Both methods and
emission factors can differ, even for the
same activity. For example a company
might measure emissions and use
company specific laboratory results for
the calculations, while the national
inventory may use default emission
factors provided by the IPCC or a
national average factor based in a
representative sample in the country (e.g.
coal calorific values).
 Reporting classification. A corporate
inventory classifies emissions from
multiple sources such as fossil fuel
combustion and industrial processes
under scopes of direct, energy indirect
and other indirect categories. National
inventories categorise emissions largely
by emission source e.g. fossil fuel
combustion across all sectors (e.g.
cement, iron and steel and aluminium)
Similarly industrial process emissions are
aggregated and reported in a single
category though totals are often available
for process emissions from major

emitting industries (e.g. iron and steel,

cement).

Accounting is concerned with the timely and
accurate recording of GHG emissions,
providing useful management information,
and properly reporting such information for
various user needs. Thus depending on the
intended
user,
different
reporting
boundaries may be utilized. The reporting
boundary can be different from the
accounting boundary. This is depicted in
Figure 10 above.
Accounting policies and procedures are
established to provide guidance and control
for a variety of reports for all internal and
external needs. Reporting (which is the
output of GHG data) is used for both
internal and external purposes. Internal
reports are reports used within the
company, by both management and other
designated personnel. External reports may
be required for corporate reports, for use by
Government departments such the DEA or
the Department of Energy (DOE), or for
corporate reporting such as JSE listing
requirements. Informed linkages between
National Inventory and mandatory reporting
Corporate Inventories are shown in Figure
11.
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National Inventory

• Energy
emissions
from Eskom
and refineries
• IPPU
emissions
from industry
• LULUCF
emissions
from other
sources

SANS/ISO
14064
• Calculated
based on
accurately
determined
corporate
boundaries
• Consolidated
from facility to
group level
• Inclusive of
energy indirect
emissions

Non‐
reporting
Company
Reporting
Company
Non‐
reporting
Company
Non‐
reporting
Company
Reporting
Company

Non‐
reporting
Company

Corporate Inventories

4.2 Boundary
differences between
accounting and
reporting

IPCC (2006)

Informed Linkages

Reporting
Company

Non‐
reporting
Company

Reporting
Company

Figure 11:
Informed linkages between
National Inventory and mandatory reporting
Corporate Inventories

It is important to note that the reporting
boundaries for different internal and
external reports may and will differ,
depending on the purpose and users of the
report. Very few reports will contain the
full data set generated by the complete
carbon footprint calculation. Most reports
will contain only a sub-set of this data. The
implication of this is that limitations placed
on the data requirements for mandatory
reporting must not impact on the integrity
of the carbon footprint calculation, which
should always be done according to a
recognised standard.
Although there may be gaps in the reporting
requirements of the offset scheme and
mandatory reporting, both these systems
must be consistent with the calculation of
the carbon footprint.

4.3 Carbon
n Budgeting
and Ta
arget Setting
Target setting in
i
a nattional GH
HG
management system
m needs to
o be preparred
within the contexxt of the availability
a
of
regulatoory levers an
nd incentives existing to
Governnment. Thee proposed offset
o
schem
me
forms aan importan
nt part of this suite of
instrum
ments. It is therefore important to
analyse the impact the offset trading
t
systeem
can havve on targets and the target settinng
process and vice veersa.
South A
Africa volun
ntarily pledgged to reduuce
greenhoouse gas em
missions. The
T
challennge
faced byy Governm
ment in usingg the PPD as
target foor the South
h African economy is thhat
the unccertainty ran
nge in both the baselinne,
and Bussiness as Ussual (BaU) case,
c
is greatter
than thhe required mitigation interventionns.
It is theerefore impo
ossible to usse the PPD as
a refereence metric for the meeasurement of
the effeectiveness of the offset scheme. Thhe
DEA iss currently trying to overcome
o
thhis
issue bby basing planning
p
acction on th
the
midpoinnt between
n the uppeer and low
wer
bounds of the PP
PD range. The lack of
accuracyy in this approach
a
does
d
howevver
present significant risks to th
he integrity of
the plannning system
m as it is no
ot scientificaally
thorouggh.
It is sugggested to revise the inventory
i
annd
adjust the PPD range fo
or budgetaary
purposees.
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Example 1 – Conssider the hypothetical
hy
situation whhere a counntry’s 2020 National
Greenhouse Gas
G Inventory
ry is calculateed at 500
MtCO2 andd the offset m
mechanism is planned
p
to
deliver a 5% emission reduuction.
If the targeet of the em
mission red
duction is
achieved, the nationall inventory by 2020
will be 475 MtCO2e. The BaU emission
range for 2020 provvided in th
he PPD
however sttretches froom 615 MttCO2e to
883 MtCO2e.
Therefore the impaact of thee offset
program is not vvisible with
hin the
uncertainty range of thee PPD.

The implication of this uncertaintyy is that
th
he potential emission redduction ach
hieved by
a regulatoryy tool succh as thee offset
mechanism
m
may
m be signifficantly smaaller than
th
he uncertain
nty range in the target. This
T will
mean
m
that the efficienncy of thee offset
mechanism
m
cannot
c
be aascertained and the
system becomes
in
ntegrity of
o
the
b
quuestionable. This is illuustrated in Example
E
1 in the Text Box.
The problem
ms highlight
hted in Exaample 1
ab
bove can be solved by uusing an app
propriate
taarget setting and target reporting
r
methodology
m
.

The available target setting approaches are:
 Absolute targets have been committed
to by Annex I countries as part of the
Kyoto protocol commitment. This target
limits economic growth and raises
concerns
about
fairness.
The
implementation of such a target by
developing (non-Annex I) countries has
been prevented. This option is therefore
not relevant for South Africa. The
collapse of the European carbon market
is a direct result of the inability of this
type of target setting to accommodate
unexpected movements in the level of
economic activity in the region covered
by the targets. The use of an offset
scheme within a system based on
absolute targets is extremely risky as the
whole offset market can be devastated by
small movements in the economy due to
external influences.
 An absolute reduction against a
moving target is what is currently
committed to by South Africa as part of
the Copenhagen Pledge and in the PPD.
Actual greenhouse gas inventories will be
compared to a projected ‘business as
usual’ trajectory. The business as usual
trajectory allows for increased emissions
due to economic growth which therefore
is not as restrictive. The uncertainty
related to business as usual projections
however makes it difficult, if not
impossible, to accurately account for
progress made against the target. The
implementation of an offset scheme
within a system based on absolute
reduction against a moving target is risky
because the true impact of the offset
scheme can never be ascertained. It will
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therefore be difficult to measure and
evaluate the effectiveness of the offset
scheme.
 Intensity targets can be used on a
country and a company level. China
announced a target whereby they will
reduce the carbon intensity defined as the
GHG emissions per US$ of GDP of the
economy over time. This approach
overcomes many of the problems listed
with absolute targets. However it seems
to be met with resistance in the
international community. For example
China is looking at introducing absolute
emission reduction targets at a national
level in their next 5 year plan.
This
approach can also work on a company
level. There are however some problems
if this approach is to be used as a
planning tool for a system that
incorporates an offset scheme. The
biggest difficultly is the magnitude of
impact of the offset scheme when seen in
the context of the uncertainty in the
system.
The use of intensity targets in the context
of an offset scheme presents a challenge
in that the impact of the offset scheme
cannot be directly measured on the
GHG intensity of the country. The link
between the offset scheme as
intervention tool and the target metric
becomes an indirect one. The emission
reduction activities impact on the
national inventory and the impact on the
target is only seen when the intensity is
calculated.
 Reduction against Actual Baseline.
This approach has first been introduced

in the document ‘Mitigation Goals
Accounting and Reporting Standard’
(2013) which is currently in development
by the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG
Protocol) and the World Resources
Institute (WRI). It is consistent with the
approach to use “wedges” for planning
mitigation action in the LTMS.
The concept of an actual benchmark or
baseline uses two sets of data:
o The first set of data is the actual
emissions of the country calculated
using IPCC guidelines or of an entity
using SANS/ISO standard. This is
calculated using SANS/ISO Standard
14064 Part 1. This data set is referred
to as the ‘ex-post baseline’ in the
document under development by the
GHG Protocol and WRI, but will in
this report referred to as the ‘actual
baseline without interventions’.
o The second set of data consists of
emission reduction activities. The
origin of this data is the information
on emission reductions initiatives that
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have been implemented. It can be
sourced from a variety of schemes
such as the Eskom DSM, M&V
reports, CDM verification reports, or
Section 12L applications. In some
cases, this data can be verified
according to ISO14064 Part 2.
The
actual
baseline
without
interventions is then the sum of the
actual emissions and the emission
reduction activities. This represents
the situation that would have existed
if the emission reduction activities
were not implemented. This data set is
referred to as the ‘ex-post policy’ in
the document under development by
the GHG Protocol and the WRI, but
will in this report referred to as the
‘actual emissions’.
Figure 12 below shows the use of the
‘actual emissions’ concept applied to
an evaluation of the effectiveness of
the actions taken by mining
companies under the Energy Accord
of 2005.

13.50

Net GHG emissions (MtCO2e)

13.00
12.50
12.00
11.50
11.00
10.50
10.00
9.50
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Forecast emissions without interventions
Forecast emissions with interventions
Actual baseline without interventions
Actual emissions
Figure 12: ‘Actual emissions’ approach applied to a subsector
of the South African mining industry (Promethium Carbon study)

It can be seen in Figure 12 that, in
the absence of the construction of
the actual baseline without interventions, it
would appear that the actual emissions
are significantly lower than the
forecast emissions without interventions.
Comparing the actual emissions with
the forecast emissions with interventions
however show less of a reduction. It
is therefore clear that the use of the
forecast emissions with interventions gives
a far more accurate indication of the
actual emission reduction achieved.
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There can be a direct link between
the offset scheme and the DERO or
Carbon Budget process if this
approach is used. This is illustrated
in Figure 14 below where the
interventions in the Carbon Budget
are taken as being those listed above.
This shows that there can be a direct
alignment between the carbon offset
scheme and the Carbon Budget
within a DERO system on a sectoral
level. A similar analysis can be done
on the national level as is illustrated
in the figure 13 below.
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Actual baseline without interventions

South Africa’s National Inventory with Actual Emissions and Actual baseline

Table 2 below summarises the potential for
alignment of the proposed carbon offset

scheme with the different target setting
approaches.

Table 2: Alignment of target setting approach with offset scheme

Target setting Approach

Alignment with potential carbon offset scheme

Absolute target

The European experiment has shown that this system is too
insensitive to external economic shocks and this puts the offset
scheme on risk. External shocks have caused the carbon price in
Europe to plummet to the extent that the European Union
allocated units are currently trading at below 25% of peak
market prices and CERs are traded very closed to zero. No
good alignment.

Absolute reduction against a
moving target

This approach is used in the current PPD on which the South
African planning is based. The uncertainty in the system is
however much higher than the potential impact of individual
interventions. This uncertainty, and the lack of a mechanism to
accurately handle it, makes this approach unworkable in the
context of an offset scheme. No good alignment.

Intensity targets

This approach could work in relation to an offset scheme, but
there is not direct link between the intervention and the target.
Limited alignment.
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Target setting Approach

Alignment with potential carbon offset scheme

Reduction against Actual
Baseline

This approach offers a workable solution that overcomes the
uncertainty issues related to the PPD approach and offers a
direct link between the budget and the intervention.

The figure below shows how the Actual Baseline approach can be used in a Carbon Budgeting
system:
Intervention 3:

GHG Emissions (Mt CO2e)

Offset Scheme
(Offset standards)

Intervention 2:
Energy Management Plans
(DOE requirement)
(similar to DSM M&V)

Intervention 1:
Pollution Prevention Plans
(Section 29 AQA)
(SANS/ISO 14064 Part 2)

Time
Figure

14:

Example

of

how

Actual

Baseline

This analysis shows that the best alignment
between the offset scheme can be made if
the DERO and Carbon Budgeting approach
is based on the Actual Emission approach
to target setting.

4.4 Carbon Tax
4.4.1 Marginal Cost Impact
of Tax Structure
The current design of carbon tax, as
expressed in the May 2013 Carbon Tax
Policy Paper allows for the creation of a
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approach

can

be

used

in

DERO

process

marginal cost of carbon. The cost is higher
than the average cost of carbon to the
economy and to a company through the
introduction of 2 mechanisms. The first is
the Z-factor that is described in detail
below. The second is the offset trading
scheme.
Although it is not explicitly stated in either
the Carbon Tax Policy Paper or in the
Carbon Offset Paper, it is implied that the
value of an offset will be similar to the
absolute value of the carbon tax; i.e. R120
per ton escalating at 10% per year. This is
illustrated
in
Example
2
below.

10 R120/ton x 30
tons tons = R3,600

Offsets
surrendered

Tax
Payable

R120/ton x 40 tons =
R4,800

Offsets
Off
t purchased
h d=
10 tons @ R 80/ton

Application
of tax free
threshold

Tax free emissions = 60 tons Taxable = 40 tons

Total GHG Emissions = 100 tons

Exam
mple 2 – Th
he role and im
mpact of offfsets
is dem
monstrated in
i the figuree below. Inn this
examp
ple a compaany emittingg 100 tons C
CO2e
has a carbon taax liability of
o R4,800 after
takingg the tax frree thresholld of 60% into
considderation. Th
he companyy now buyys 10
tons oof CO2e off
ffsets at a price
p
of R800 per
ton, aand therebyy reduces itss tax liabilitty to
R3,600. The overall
o
savin
ng due to the
purchase is R4000, which rep
presents 8.3%
% of
the orriginal tax liaability.

Tax liability
before offset
= R4,800

Tax paid =
R3,6
600

Payme
ent for
offssets
= R 800
8

Total cost
after offset
= R4,400

Saving due to
o offsets = R 400

The faact that thee tax desiggn does nnot
explicitlly state that the offsets will be valuued
at the aabsolute vallue of the tax,
t R120 pper
ton CO
O2e, creates uncertainties
u
s that need to
be addrressed in thee carbon taxx design. Onne
possiblee way to adddress this isssue would bbe
to set absolute targets
t
belo
ow which a
companny will not pay any carbo
on tax.
4.4.2
2 Carbon Tax
Bench
hmarking
g Z-facto
or
Nationaal Treasury has committted itself inn a
numberr of public consultatio
ons to rewaard
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eaarly moverrs in thee climate change
mitigation
m
areena. One off the tools provided
p
fo
or in the Carrbon Tax Poolicy Paper that can
acchieve thiss is the “Z-factor””. This
mechanism
m
allows
a
comppanies that improve
th
heir perform
mance over ttime to incrrease the
600% tax free threshold.
The Z-factor measures thhe carbon efficiency
off a company against a baselinee. This
baaseline was set as an inddustry bench
hmark in
th
he Carbon Tax
T Policy P
Paper. We su
ubmitted
co
omment on the Policy Paper to th
he effect
th
hat our expeerience has shown thaat setting
in
ndustry bencchmarks in SSouth Africa will be
un
nworkable. Example
E
3 ggives an exaample of
th
he practical problems aassociated with
w the
im
mplementation of induustry benchm
marks in
So
outh Africa.
Prromethium Carbon evvaluated thee impact
off the carbon
n tax liability
ty for large emitters.
e
This was on the bbasis that certain
in
nterventions could redduce a co
ompany’s
caarbon tax liaability underr the offset scheme,
orr by utilising the Z-ffactor baseed on a
co
ompany specific Actuual Baselinee. The
im
mpact of the two schem
emes is com
mparable,
with
w
minor differencees resultingg from
prroject speciffic details.
Alignment
A
off the offset scheme and
d the Zfaactor could therefore oppen the opttions for
National
N
Treasury
T
too allow specific
in
nterventions inside the ccarbon tax net
n to be
ussed in mitiggating a com
mpany’s taxx liability
with
w either carbon
c
offseets or the Z-factor.
Z

Exam
mple 3 – The
T sectorall benchmarkk
for thhe coal min
ning sector is set at a
hypothhetical inttensity ben
nchmark oof
5tCO2 per tonne of coal mineed. Based onn
the avverage curreent emission
n intensity oof
coal m
mining andd the energgy efficienccy
intervventions ideentified, a benchmarkk
which
h declines with 2% per year iis
develo
oped.
Comppany X impllements all intervention
i
ns
to acchieve the yearly 2%
% emissionn
reducttion. The fact that the mine iis
becom
ming deepeer with tim
me howeveer
increaases the emission intenssity with 4%
%.
Thouggh the company has takenn
appropriate action
n, circumstaances outsidde
of theeir control has made them nonncomplliant with th
he set target against thhe
sectorral benchmaark.

3 Pollution Prev
vention
4.4.3
Plans
The NC
CCRP makees provision for offsets to
be usedd with thee context of
o a Carboon
Budgetiing approach
h through th
he words: “tthe
possible uuse of emissionns offset or em
mission reductition
trading m
mechanisms for
fo those relevaant sectors, suubsectors, coompanies or enntities where a Carbon Budg
dget
approachh has been seleccted.”
As the m
main non-m
market mech
hanisms undder
considerration at th
he moment seems to bbe
the Secction 29 Po
ollution Prevvention Plaans
(PPP) aand the En
nergy Managgement Plaans
(EMP) of the DOE
E, some thought needs to
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bee given to the alignm
ment betweeen these
mechanisms.
m
The biggest challenge
c
liess in the factt that the
offfset mech
hanism is a markett based
mechanism
m
that
t
places a price on
n carbon
whereas
w
the PPPs andd EMPs arre more
trraditional
commandd
and
control
mechanisms.
m
In
n theory a company
c
shoould be able to buy
in
n offsets to achieve thhe targets set in its
PP
PP and EM
MP if the off
ffsets can bee bought
ch
heaper than
n emission rreduction in
nitiatives
im
mplemented within thee boundaries of the
co
ompany. It
I is therefo
fore importtant that
bo
oth the PPP
Ps and the E
EMPs be sttructured
to
o allow com
mpanies acccess to least cost
mitigation
m
options
o
thrrough the use of
offfsets.
4.4.4 En
nergy Ma
anageme
ent
Pllans
The Departm
ment of Eneergy has ann
nounced
th
hat it will publish reegulations for the
mandatory
m
submissioon
of
Energy
Management
M
Plans. Evven though most of
th
he details arre still unknnown, it seeems that
en
nergy manaagement plaans will, fo
or most
co
ompanies, focus maiinly on electricity
in
ndirect emissions.
This is because
ellectricity is the most importantt energy
caarrier for modern
m
induustry. Discussions
with
w
DEA and
a the DO
OE also create the
im
mpression th
hat the DE
EA considers energy
management
m
plans as a way to in
nfluence
beehaviour in
n the manag
agement of indirect
em
missions. Th
he DOE coonsiders this issue to
faall outside of the scope of direct co
ontrol of
th
he DEA.

If alignment of the energy management
plans with the Mix of Measures is to be
achieved, it is essential that full accounting
of energy indirect emissions should be
implemented. Other issues that will impact
on the alignment of this intervention with
the other components of the Mix of
Measures are the threshold for reporting
and the regulatory “stick” to be used if
companies do not comply:
 Threshold:
The NCCRP puts the
threshold for action on GHG emissions
as being 100,000 tons of CO2e per year
as either direct (Scope 1) or electricity
indirect (part of Scope 2) emissions. In
the developing discussion, the threshold
is taken by the DEA as being 100,000
tons of direct emissions but the DOE
has indicated that the threshold for the
submission of energy management plans
will be specified in kWhs per year. This
will create a disconnect between the two
interventions as the emission factors vary
between different energy carriers and the
emission factors of specific energy
carriers (such as electricity) varies per
year. Good alignment between the
measures will require that a consistent
approach towards the threshold be taken.
 Regulatory “stick”:
To date no
indication of the regulatory implications
on non-compliance with the energy
management plans have been given. This
is in contrast to the pollution prevention
plans for which the Air Quality Act
providers actions that Government can
take in the event with non-compliance
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with the Act. Alignment of the measures
within the Mix of Measures will require a
consistent approach in the treatment of
non-compliant companies.
4.4.5 Section 12 L of the
Income Tax Act
The Carbon Offsets Paper states in
paragraph 67 that projects that receive
benefits from Energy Efficiency Tax
Incentives (Section 12 L of the Income Tax
Act) will not be eligible to generate carbon
offsets. A detailed analysis of the potential
impact however shows that this incentive
suffers from a number of drawbacks. The
first is that the economic benefit received
from the incentive is limited due to the fact
that the baseline is being reset every year.
This means that projects will receive
economic benefit for only one year after
project implementation. In most cases the
projects that can significantly impact on
GHG emissions require significantly more
support than this. The second problem lies
in the low value of the benefit received.
There is another problem in the
implementation of the scheme that lies in
the significant administrative overhead
related to the application for the tax benefit
in relation to the economic benefit achieved.
The exclusion of projects that apply for
Section 12L benefit from the carbon tax
offset scheme removes the possibility of
layering of incentives to achieve the desired
outcomes. Layering of different incentives
is a strong regulatory tool that can be used
to good effect if the required transition to a
low carbon economy is to be achieved.

5 ALIGNMENT WITH THE CARBON TAX
Even though the proposed offset scheme
forms part of the carbon tax design, it is
important to consider the alignment of the
offset scheme with the intent of the carbon

tax to ensure that there is consistency in the
approach. The table below analyses the
offset scheme against the objectives of the
carbon tax as stipulated in the NCCRP.

Table 3: Carbon tax requirements (NCCRP para 10.7.1)

Objective

Requirement for carbon tax

Impact of offset scheme

Tax rate should be
equivalent to the
marginal external
damage costs of
GHGs

Many economic studies have
estimated the marginal external
damage costs of GHG emissions
to be significantly higher than the
proposed level of R120 per ton
CO2e4. It is for this reason that
the tax is introduced at a low level
escalated at a modest rate, with
potential rapid escalation after
2020.

The carbon tax should price
carbon into the economy without
damaging the competitive ability of
the national economy. This can
best be achieved by allowing
companies access to least cost
mitigation options. The carbon
offset scheme is the best way to
give companies access to least cost
mitigation options.

Technical and
administrative
feasibility

The carbon tax design takes
cognisance of the fact that SARS
is a financial institution and not a
GHG technical expert.

The proposed offset scheme
allows for the technical expertise
required to operate the offset
scheme to be built within DEA
and the private sector.

Distributional
implications

Due to administrative limitations,
the carbon tax will only be
implemented in a small part of the
economy and be bound by the
sectors covered by the tax. The
tax will also be bound by the
emission threshold under which
companies will not be liable to
pay the tax.

The proposed offset scheme will
enable mitigation options in
companies that fall outside the
carbon tax net to be implemented
as a direct result of the
implementation of the carbon tax.

4

See, for example, Stern, The Structure of Economic Modelling of the Potential Impacts of Climate Change:
Grafting Gross Underestimation of Risk onto Already Narrow Science Models, Journal of Economic Literature
2013, 51(3), 838–859
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Objective

Requirement for carbon tax

Impact of offset scheme

Competitiveness

The carbon tax could potentially
have significant impacts on the
competitiveness of South African
companies.

The proposed offset scheme will
give companies access to least cost
mitigation options. This will help
to mitigate the impact of the tax
on the competitiveness of South
African companies.

A phased
implementation of the
tax towards
comprehensive
coverage of all
economic sectors

The carbon tax will initially be
limited in scope with respect to
both the industries covered and
the size of the businesses.

The proposed offset scheme will
allow mitigation actions to be
implemented in companies
operating outside of the initial
carbon tax net. This will lead to a
wide coverage of the impacts of
carbon tax in the economy.

The minimisation of
the potential
regressive impacts on
the poor and the
protection of the
competitiveness
of key industries

The carbon tax could potentially
impact on the poor and harm the
competitiveness of key industries.

The revenue generated by the
proposed offset scheme can be
accessed by poor communities.
This is especially true for land
based projects. Key industries can
be protected from some of the
impacts of the carbon tax by
accessing least cost mitigation
options through the offset scheme.

Relief measures, if
any, will be
considered by these
will be regarded as
being minimal and
temporary

The carbon tax design calls for
relief measures for trade exposure
and process emissions.

The offset scheme should form a
permanent part of the tax design
and not be seen as temporary as is
the case with the other relief
measures.
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6 POTENTIAL FOR BETTER ALIGNMENT
The analysis above highlighted some of the
issues with respect to the potential
alignment of the carbon offsets scheme with
the Carbon Budget approach. A number of
issues have been identified that can aid in
the alignment.

GHG Inventory
Boundary
(ISO 14064 Part 1)

Direct Emissions
Mandatory reporting
boundary

• Emissions from land use
change
• Emissions from waste
management

• Process emissions
• Emissions from
combusted coal

Offset project

6.1 Alignment
Inventory and
Reporting
Boundaries
If South Africa is to develop a mature,
coherent GHG management system, it
needs to happen from a solid foundation.
This can only happen if a corporate GHG
accounting system addresses all issues and
fills all gaps in a progressive way. The
combination of the IPCC with the SANS
ISO 14064 can achieve this objective.
There are many practical limitations to what
companies can and cannot report when it
comes to mandatory GHG reporting.
Figure 15 illustrates an example of differing
GHG inventory and mandatory reporting
boundaries.
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• Indirect emissions from
the purchase of steam

Offset Project
Boundary
(ISO 14064 Part 2)

• Electricity indirect
emissions

Energy Indirect Emissions
Figure 15:
Example of differing GHG
inventory
and
mandatory
reporting
boundaries

To date there has not been a clear
distinction in the public debate between the
definition of the carbon footprint (or GHG
inventory) of a company and the company’s
reporting obligations. It is important to note
what the differences between these two
concepts are, and that limitations in GHG
reporting should not impact on the integrity
of the carbon footprint standards and
calculation methodologies. The GHG
reporting boundaries can change over time
as the national regulations are updated.

In practice, the specific mandatory GHG
reporting boundary for a specific timeframe,
such as the next 5 years, can be smaller than
the overall GHG inventory. There can be a
number of reasons for such a provision.
One reason could be that certain
methodologies are uncertain (e.g. soil
carbon) or that the burden of quantifying
and reporting may exceed the benefit or that
government is not going to use the
information in this period (focusing on the
low hanging fruit first).

6.2 Non accounting of
energy indirect
emissions
The DEA’s DERO project team mandated
with the development of the DERO system
stated categorically at the kick-off meeting
that electricity indirect emissions will not be
considered in this project. The discussion
has however moved on and the inclusion of
electricity indirect emissions is now being
considered.
GHG emissions are calculated as the
product of activity data and emission
factors. There are very few cases where the
activity data and emission factors are under
the control of the same entity. In practice
these two components of the emission
calculation are almost always controlled by
different entities.
The design of the
emission management system in the country
must be cognisant of this fact.
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Activity Data:
Electricity
Consumption

Emission Factor:
Eskom Grid
Emission Factor

Electricity Indirect
Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

Figure 16: Calculation of electricity
indirect emissions

With regard to the emissions from
electricity, Eskom has control over the
emission factor but no control over the use
of electricity, which constitutes the activity
data. The companies that consume the
electricity have full control over the activity
data. The short term reality of electricity
emissions in SA is that we have more
opportunities to reduce electricity emissions
by reducing the consumption (activity data)
rather than what we have in reducing the
grid emission factor. A system that focusses
only on the emission factor part (as is
proposed in the system where only Scope 1 emissions
are considered) will sterilise the system from
scope 2 interventions designed to reduce
electricity consumption.
Failure to include electricity indirect
emissions in the development of South
Africa’s integrated GHG management
system
will
have
the
following
consequences:
 If the electricity indirect emissions are
excluded, the system will address only the
one half of the emission equation i.e. the
emission factor.
This will thereby
exclude the biggest single opportunity for
emission reduction which is reduction of
electricity consumption. Attempts to
address the reduction of electricity

consumption through a standalonne
Enerrgy Manageement Plan administerred
by the DoE
E will sacrifice
s
th
the
HG
oppoortunities for integrrated GH
manaagement an
nd therebyy reduce th
the
efficiiency of th
he system, leading to a
biggeer burden on
n the countrry.
 The relief mech
hanisms desiigned into th
the
carboon tax will
w
becom
me unfruitfful
becauuse many companies have limitted
direcct emissionss and they do not haave
accesss to the relief mecchanisms ffor
energgy indirect emissions.
e
 The carbon offsset scheme, which
w
has th
the
potenntial to be
b one of
o the moost
impoortant
meeasures
in
reducinng
emissions, will decline
d
if en
nergy indireect
ot be offset (keep in minnd
emissions canno
that Eskom has huge barrieers to the uuse
of offsets th
hrough the regulatoory
struccture of electricity pricin
ng).
The M
Mitigation Po
otential An
nalysis (MPA
A)
preparedd by the DEA
D
in 20013 quantifi
fies
(within the constraiints faced by
b the projecct)
the poteential for GHG
G
mitigaation in Souuth
Africa. The analyysis shows that betwe en
40% annd 50% off all potenttial mitigatioon
actions in Soutth Africa relates to
intervenntions that will impacct on enerrgy
indirect emissions. See figure 17.
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Fiigure 17: Miitigation pote
ential in Sou
uth
Affrica

If the accoun
nting for and
nd reporting of these
missions do not form a central parrt of the
em
syystem, thesee mitigation actions willl largely
bee lost.
The SANS/IISO 14064 Part 1 requ
uires the
en
nergy indirecct emissionss must be qu
uantified
iff an entity’’s carbon footprint is
i being
ulate the
caalculated. The optionn to calcu
en
nergy indirect emissionns is not optional as
is the case with
w
other indirect em
missions.
This approach is alsoo (as an example)
e
fo
ollowed by the UK whho has mad
de public
diisclosure of
o a com
mpany’s footprint
f
mandatory
m
for
f
compannies listed on the
London Stock Exchangee.
The NCCR
RP requiress that repoorting of
em
missions data will be madee mandatory for
f entities
(companies andd installationns) that emitt (either)
more
m than 0.1
1 Mt of GH
HGs annuallyy or that
coonsume electriccity which ressults in more than 0.1
Mt
M of emissionns from the eelectricity sectoor. This
im
mplies that companies
c
m
must report on their
ellectricity ind
direct emissioons in orderr for this
reequirement to be fulfille
led. (Note that this
reequirement triggers the need for reporting
r
on
n either direct
d
or electricity indirect
em
missions and
d not on thhe sum of th
he direct
an
nd electricityy indirect em
missions.)

Alignment of the mandatory reporting
requirements with the existing South
African infrastructure and with the NCCRP
therefore requires that energy indirect
emissions must be included in the reporting
boundary.

6.3 Carbon Budgeting
and Target Setting:
The Z-Factor
Alignment of the Z-Factor and the carbon
offset scheme can be achieved if the Zfactor is calculated on a company level
benchmark. Such a system will be practical
and easy to implement if the Actual Baseline
approach is being used on a company level.
The Z-factor can work very well if
companies are assessed against their own
historic performance using the Actual
Baseline approach as described above.
Practically, the Actual Baseline Approach
can be applied to the Carbon Tax Policy
Paper formula to calculate the Z factor:
Z=Y/X
Where;
- X is the average measured and verified
carbon intensity (including both Scope
1 and Scope 2 emissions) of a firm’s
output;
- Y is the agreed benchmark carbon
emissions intensity (including both
Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions) for the
sector.
As per the proposed Actual Baseline
Approach calculation, the Z factor will be
calculated as follows:
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-

X = AE;
Y = (AE + ΣER).

Where:
- AE is the Company’s Emission
Inventory consisting of the Actual
Emissions in year x;
- ΣER are the total Emission Reductions
achieved by the company in year x.
Note that whereas the Z-factor formula
presented in the Policy Paper is based on
emission intensity, this approach works for
both emission intensity as well as absolute
emissions.
Therefore the
calculated as

Z-factor

can

now

be

Z = (AE + ΣER)/AE
In this way, the company’s emission
performance is measured against an internal
benchmark. This removes the need for
baselines and benchmarks based on historic
performance on facility, sub-sector and
sector level. Promethium Carbon has used
this approach successfully at company level,
sector level (see Figure 14 above) and
national level (see Figure 13 above).

6.4 Setting an Absolute
Tax Free Threshold
The current carbon tax design calls for a tax
free threshold set as a percentage of total
emissions. The proposed level of the
threshold is 60% of a company’s direct
(Scope 1) emissions.
If this tax free
threshold can be set as an absolute emission
threshold, then the uncertainty about the
marginal value of carbon can be removed.

The marginal benefit of GHG mitigation
achieved by a company starts off at R120
per ton if a Z-factor is introduced. The
benefit however declines rapidly if a cap is
placed on the Z-factor. The implementation
of such as system will create a small window
of opportunity for companies to use a
limited scope high marginal abatement
benefit to implement emission reduction
activities.
This benefit will however not stimulate the
level of behaviour change that is (should be)
the objective of the carbon tax design.
The marginal benefit achieved by a company
implementing emission reduction activities
stays at R120 per ton CO2e up to the level
where the company has no carbon tax
obligation for two options:



In the cases where the Z-factor is
uncapped; and
where the tax free threshold is set as
an absolute value
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Carbon Tax Benefit in Reducing Emissions (R/ton)

The potential impact of a move from a
percentage based threshold to an absolute
threshold was modelled as part of this
project. The results indicated in the figure
18 show that the marginal benefit in
reducing emissions for a company is
consistently low at R48 per ton. As the
primary motivation for the carbon tax is to
change behaviour, the implementation of
such a system will cause the carbon tax to
fall short of its intended design purpose.

These two options are the only ones that
achieve the stated objectives of the carbon
tax which is to stimulate behaviour change
to a level where South Africa’s international
GHG emission pledge can be honoured.
R 140
R 120
R 100
R 80
R 60
R 40
R 20
R0
0.0%

20.0%

40.0%
60.0%
80.0%
Emissions Reduced Below Baseline

100.0%

% Based with capped Z‐factor

% Based with uncapped Z‐factor

Fixed tonnage cap

% Based without Z‐factor

Figure 18: Carbon Tax Benefit in Emission
Reductions

Figure 18 shows the carbon tax benefit in
emission reductions, and figure 19 below
shows the carbon tax obligation of a
company with direct emissions of 1 million
tons CO2e per year that does not have
access to any relief mechanisms.
R 50 000 000
R 45 000 000

Tax payment to Government

The mechanics of setting the threshold for
each company will have to be determined
based on a company’s historic performance,
the emission reduction potential and the
marginal abatement cost of each company.

R 40 000 000
R 35 000 000
R 30 000 000
R 25 000 000
R 20 000 000
R 15 000 000
R 10 000 000
R 5 000 000
R0
0.0%

20.0%
40.0%
60.0%
80.0%
Emissions Reduced Below Baseline

100.0%

% Based with capped Z‐factor

% Based with uncapped Z‐factor

Fixed tonnage cap

% Based without Z‐factor

Figure 19: Tax payments for Company with
Emissions of 1 million tonnes per year

6.5 Mix of Measu
ures
Alignm
ment
A grapphical repreesentation of how th
the
Carbon Budgeting,, or DERO
O, process ffits

to
ogether in th
he NCCRP has been presented
ab
bove.
Th
he system however needs
n
a
feeedback loop in order to align thee Mix of
Measures
M
and
d send the correct sign
nals into
th
he economy..

Figure
e 20: Feedb
back loop in the DERO pr
rocess

d to meet th
the
The Miix of Measuures required
DEROss is made up
u of both market bas ed
and nonn-market based method
ds. The markket
based m
measures would includ
de the carboon
tax, carbbon offsets and section
n 12 L of th
the
Air Quuality Act. These meaasures shouuld
provide
nancial
incentive
ffor
a
fin
organisaations to reduce
r
GHG emissionns.
The noon-market based
b
meassures such as
section 29 of the Air Qualityy Act shouuld
provide different incentives however allso
result inn organizatio
ons reducin
ng their GH
HG
emissionns.
The coonsolidation of the GH
HG emissioon
reductioons attainedd by the Mixx of Measurres
should ideally feedd into the South
S
Africcan
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Air
A Quality Information
I
n System (SA
AAQIS).
Itt is essentiall to be able to quantifyy what is
acchieved by the
t Mix of Measures so that it
caan be verifiied that thee Carbon Budget
B
is
beeing adhered
d to.
The outcom
me of the amalgamaation of
em
mission red
ductions caan be termed as
Achieved
A
Em
mission Reeduction Outcomes
(A
AEROs). Th
hese are thee resultant emission
e
reeductions affter the Mixx of Measurres have
beeen implemeented.
Prromethium Carbon’s peerception is that the
in
ntroduction of the conncept of Achieved
A
Emission
E
Reduction Ouutcomes willl enable
Government
G
to measuure the diffferential

between the desired outcome and the
achieved outcome, thereby allowing for the
creation of a feedback mechanism as
illustrated in the above diagram. The
difference between the DEROs and the
AEROs should ideally control the set-point
of the Mix of Measures. This closed loop
system monitors the system output
(AEROs) through the SAAQIS and feeds
the data back, in order to adjust the control

(Mix of Measures), in this way creating a
dynamic system to achieve and maintain the
desired system output (DEROs). The
concept of creating a feedback loop means
that the achieved impact of the Mix of
Measures will be clear and that any
adjustment to the Mix of Measures, such as
changes in the level of the carbon tax, will
be based on actual results.

7 CONCLUSION
The evaluation presented in this report
highlights the following key issues:
There is potential for alignment between the
proposed carbon offset trading scheme and
the Carbon Budgeting approach.
Most of the elements required for the
practical implementation of a fully aligned
Carbon Budgeting system and Mix of
Measures (including the carbon tax and
carbon offset scheme) are already in place.
The successful alignment of these systems is
dependent on the foundation that is
currently under development.
A key contributor to the foundation consists
of a common understanding of the
terminology used. This includes a unified
understanding of the term Carbon Budget;
understanding the differences between
GHG accounting and reporting and the
boundaries encompassed by various
standards.
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Practical constraints in the developing South
African regulatory system will in the short
term dictate that there will be a distinction
between the boundaries of the GHG
inventory of an entity and that of the
mandatory reporting requirements. This
difference should be recognised and
accommodated in the system.
The
confusion in the current debate with respect
to the consolidation of corporate GHG
accounts should be clarified with reference
to the already adopted SANS/ISO standard.
If the design of the Carbon Budgeting
system would return to the principles
already embedded in the adopted ISO
standards and the NCCRP, better alignment
is anticipated. It is further essential that
both the carbon tax design (including the
design of the offset system) and the Carbon
Budgeting system be aligned with the
existing infrastructure.
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